Estimating volumetric motion in human thorax with parametric matching constraints.
In radiotherapy (RT), organ motion caused by breathing prevents accurate patient positioning, radiation dose, and target volume determination. Most of the motion-compensated trial techniques require collaboration of the patient and expensive equipment. Estimating the motion between two computed tomography (CT) three-dimensional scans at the extremes of the breathing cycle and including this information in the RT planning has been shyly considered, mainly because that is a tedious manual task. This paper proposes a method to compute in a fully automatic fashion the spatial correspondence between those sets of volumetric CT data. Given the large ambiguity present in this problem, the method aims to reduce gradually this uncertainty through two main phases: a similarity-parametrization data analysis and a projection-regularization phase. Results on a real study show a high accuracy in establishing the spatial correspondence between both sets. Embedding this method in RT planning tools is foreseen, after making some suggested improvements and proving the validity of the two-scan approach.